
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1048

“Hahaha… Bai Yi, now you are finally going to be my woman!”

Seeing Bai Yi’s pale face at the moment, Ye Chen’s heart was so

excited.

This Jiang City’s first beauty president is finally going to become his

own crotch plaything!

Thinking of this, Ye Chen only felt a fever in his lower body.

At the moment, step by step, he approached Bai Yi.

Not only him!

There was a complex color on Chang Yuan’s face.

He has a crush on White Iraq for so long, but it is unexpected, even by

Ye Chen eventually got the upper hand:

“White Iraq, you’re from Yeshao it worry you, then I can take the

disk!!”

“I will not hold anything against Yours! You are still my goddess in my

eyes!”

Finished!

Chang Yuan stepped aside and let Ye Chen walk past him and walk

towards Bai Yi.

Just at this moment.

“Don’t come here!!!”

Bai Yi screamed loudly, and then immediately placed the eyebrow

trimming knife on his neck.

Wow!

This scene shocked Chang Yuan and Ye Chen.

They never thought that Bai Yi would be so strong that he would

rather die than follow.

Seeing that sharp eyebrow trimmer cut Bai Yi’s skin, a trace of scarlet

blood dripped from her snow-white neck, and the complexion of the

two of them suddenly became ugly.

“Bai Yi, don’t be impulsive!” Ye Chen stopped quickly, not daring to

take a step forward.

And Chang Yuan also said anxiously:

“Bai Yi, don’t be so stupid! Even if you are dead, what can you do!

Don’t forget, your husband Lin Fan is still alive!”

“If Ye Shaoqian angers Lin Fan, he can only bury you at that time !

! Lin Fan heard the name, Bai Yi Qiao Lian, up more sad:

“no! You absolutely can’t deal with Lin Fan! ”

Moreover, he will definitely avenge me! ”

Say! In Bai Yi’s beautiful eyes, a trace of recollection appeared.

Bit by bit between herself and Lin Fan flashed through her mind like a

movie clip.

Three years!

Her happy three. Years.

Every day, because of Lin Fan’s company.

“Husband, I will never be with you in the future, I can’t accompany

you to see the prosperity!” ”

We in the next life…bye!” ”

Tick!

Tick! One after another, the crystal clear tears slid down from Bai Yi’s

beautiful eyes, fell to the ground, and shattered, as if her heart was

completely desperate.

Then, there was a trace of decisive death. , Appeared from the bottom

of her eyes. The eyebrow trimming knife in her hand immediately

pierced her neck and slammed it down!

“Lin Fan, goodbye! ! ! “The voice pierced the heart.

This was Bai Yi’s final farewell to Lin Fan.

After seeing this scene, Ye Chen and Chang Yuan’s expressions

changed drastically. They wanted to stop, but they couldn’t do it at all.

At this moment, it seemed to have seen the blood splashing, and the

picture of the beautiful woman jade.

But at this moment!

A cold breath of oneself suddenly filled the entire box, and then a

fingernail-sized object burst out of the room like lightning.

call out!

This thing is fast to the extreme, to the extreme.

Almost instantly hit the eyebrow trimming knife in Bai Yi’s hand.

Doraemon!

Bai Yi only felt her palm shake, and the eyebrow trimming knife was

instantly knocked to the ground.

Almost!

Just an inch away, Bai Yi’s throat would be pierced.
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